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It is now a well acceptcd fact that the Thai script originated Aom a type of ancignt
Khmer script. This borrowing took plaÇe by the XIIIth century, at tho latest, because

the scrip used in the most ancient text known in a Thai languagg the famous
Ramgamhæng stele etgraved around 1300 AD, is considered as ao innovatior or the
basis of a previous script.

The Khmer writiog system was adapted to Thai in a very simple way. Wheû the
phonetic unit was the same in the both languages, the Khmer graph was tâkgn without
any modification to tanscribe the same sound in Thai. For example, the graph

tanslitterated by t and pronounced k in Khmer was taken to transcribe Thai L (today
spelled a). In t1le same way, the Khmer $aph translittelated ,kü was take[ to transcribe

Thai kh (oday spelled tt). The Khmer graph translitterated g ând prcnounçed g (today
k) was taken to transcribe Thai g (today pronounced kÀ and spelled n). But when a
phonetic unit in Thai was not represented in Khmer, the $aph of a similar sound was

taken and modified. The Khmer gaph t was modiûed to]Kl, to transcribe the aûcient

Thai non-voiced dorsal fricative 2tr (today pronounced kù and spelled 1l in the alphabet
chat). In the same way the Khmer graph g was modified to G to transcribe the arcient
Thai yoiced dorsal fricative y (today plonounced kt and spelled n in the elphabet
chart)... The gaphs Kâ (1) and G (n) arc now obsolete and have been replaced by ftà
(1|) and g (çl) iû lext orthography.

Thai
(regular graphs) (modified graphs)

kk ft n k
ti kh k l kn Kh "t x>kn
g g>k g n g>kn G n y>kt

In spite of somc modifications in the forms of lette$ over the centuri€s, the relatioû
betwegn the regutar graphs and thsir derived forms has been preserved until today and

is qüte clear in the modem Thai script.

On the basis of zuch examples, it has beer somevr'hat hastily concluded that every
gaph of the Thai script derived from a homologous one in the Khmer script. That is
true for ahrost all of the alphabet, but for the græh à, the so-called plcr ptram (r.{),

the relation with its supposed model in ancient Khmer script seems to us spufious. For
the purpose of our demorstration we shall compare the ancient Thai gaphs for pà (tl)
and â (t{) in Sukhothai style (Songvitaya l98l) aod Faklûam style (Vimonkasem 1983)
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with those in Pallava script and in ancient Klmer scripts, Preangkorian (Grawengkij
l98l) and Angkorian (Phirunsam l98l).
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A simple examination of the both gaphs p, and ô shows us üat for pà the Thai
graph is clearly derived from the Khmer protoqpe, while for ô the forms of the Khmer

and Thai graphs arc loo disimilar to be considercd as related. In ancient Khmer, the
graph b was rarely used (Jacob 1960) because, in general, the graph ÿ was used to
transcdbe the arcieot phoneme b as well as v (Ferlus 1993). This is due to the fact

that the Indians who introduced Sanskrit cultule to anciant Cambodia pronounced

Sanskrit ÿ as b but kept the two distinct in Sanskrit texts. WTen the Pallava script
was adapted to âncient Klmel the gaph ÿ was taken to aanscribe the two Khmer
phonemes v and b, which let to ambiguity, as the graph à was rarely used. Until the

xlth century the graph ô, mostly used in sanslsit, is mquestionably of Pallava t)?e,
but from this period a new form of ô, presumably borowed fiom Mot script, was

intoduced.

b

oPallava

Khmer

heangkoriaü

Angkorian

Thai

Sukhothai

Fakkham

moderrl
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rru znj
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before xlth c.

from XIth c.

C' CJ Cf

ôn
Where does the Thai gaph ô come fiom ? Before any answer one must remember

a peculiar consonantal shift in ancient Khmq. At an unknown date, the labial and

æical non voiced initial plosives were glottalized, that is p > 6 and t > 4 while the
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gaphs remained unchanged. As a result, in the Thai script the graphs p ard t repres€nt
the anciert preglottalized initials 6 and d (today lJ and n), while the initials p and t are

ûallscribed by modified forms of the same gaphs (today ! and n). Wlen the ancient
Thai people borro,,ÿed the Khmer script ard, with a remarkable precisioû, adapted it ûo

their own language, they used the gaph ÿ for the sourd w, approximately restoring ils
origiûal value in Sanskrit. They then needed ûo create a new graph to tmnscribe the
sound b, for \rhich no letter was available in the ancient Kbmer system. Our hypothesis

is that this à was made by doubling the graph p, the sound b being phonetically
sufûciently close to 6 (w tten p) to suggest such a derivatiou.

p\J 6

à U +U >Irub
Later, this new gaph â was modified to B to transcribe v (today pronounced f and

spelled r,l) while pà was modified to Pi to traNcribe f (today sp€tled Âl).

In the fottowing chart wç show and ma.ke explicit the evolution of the graphs p]1 p
ô vand their derived forms since Pallava script to modem Thai.

Pâllâvâ âncient Klmer ancient Thai modem Thai
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One could note that it would be more accute ûo tanlitterate â as Æ but to avoid useless

complications the traditional traNlitteration is preserved.

Finally, we believe that this study is another illusaation of the importaûce of using
both epiglaphic and tinguistic eüderces, in paxticular historical phonetics, in tlle study

ofüe evolution ofwriting systems.
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